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Study Session
June 29, 2020
The Board of County Commissioners will be attending this meeting telephonically. The
public is invited to listen to the study sessions by calling 1-855-436-3656. The Board of
County Commissioners may go into executive session as necessary to receive legal
advice or discuss other confidential matters during the updates.
The Arapahoe County Board of County Commissioners typically holds weekly Study Sessions on
Monday and Tuesday. Study Sessions (except for Executive Sessions) are open to the public
and items for discussion are included on this agenda. Agendas (except for Executive Sessions
agendas) are available through the Commissioners’ Office or through the County’s web site at
www.arapahoegov.com. Please note that the Board may discuss any topic relevant to County
business, whether or not the topic has been specifically noticed on this agenda. In particular, the
Board typically schedules time each Monday under “Committee Updates” to discuss a wide
range of topics. In addition, the Board may alter the times of the meetings throughout the day, or
cancel or reschedule noticed meetings. Questions about this agenda? Contact the
Commissioners’ Office at 303-795-4630 or by e-mail at commissioners@arapahoegov.com

Study Session Topics
9:00 A.M. Administrative Meeting - COVID-19 Briefing And Recommended Policy
Actions
Board of County Commissioners
10:00 A.M. Calendar And Board Updates
Michelle Halstead, Director, Communication and Administrative Services
Break
11:30 A.M. *Executive Session
Executive Study Session and County Attorney Administrative Meeting [Section 24-6-402
(4)(b)C.R.S.](As required by law, specific agenda topics will be announced in open
meeting prior to the commencement of the closed and confidential portion of this session)
(WHR)
Ron Carl, County Attorney
Break
2:00 P.M. *Arapahoe County Justice Coordinating Committee Visioning Summit
Recommendations
Discussion of a request for direction from the Board of County Commissioners as to

Ron Carl, County Attorney
Break
2:00 P.M. *Arapahoe County Justice Coordinating Committee Visioning Summit
Recommendations
Discussion of a request for direction from the Board of County Commissioners as to
whether or not the Justice Coordinating Committee (JCC) should move forward with
recommendations for refocusing the efforts of the Committee towards more relevant
efforts to the coordination of justice activities throughout the County
Request: Information/Direction
Todd Spanier, Criminal Justice Planner, Community Resources
Kally Enright, Criminal Justice Planner, Community Resources
Don Klemme, Director, Community Resources
Todd Weaver, Director, Finance
Ron Carl, County Attorney
Documents:
20 JCC SUMMIT RECOMMENDATIONS BSR1.DOC
APPENDIX A - JCC VISIONING SUMMIT REPORT MARCH 2020.PDF
APPENDIX B - JCC ACTION ITEM PRIORITIZATION AND NEXT STEPS (JUNE 5
2020).PDF
3:00 P.M. *Drop In
Board of County Commissioners
1. Donation Of Retired Telecom Vehicle To Arapahoe Rescue Patrol
Discussion of a request from the Sheriff's Office to authorize the Sheriff to donate one
retired Telecom vehicle to the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol, a search and rescue team
based in Arapahoe County composed entirely of young adults currently in high school
who provide "free search, rescue, and emergency services for the citizens of
Colorado's front range and throughout all of Colorado since 1957"
Request: Information/Direction
Olga Fujaros, Sheriff's Finance Manager, Sheriff's Office
Robert Stef, Support Services Bureau Chief, Sheriff's Office
Tyler Brown, Sheriff
Todd Weaver, Director, Finance
Tiffanie Bleau, Senior Assistant County Attorney
Documents:
BSR - DROP-IN FOR TELECOM DONATION.PDF
2. Select Source Procurement Waiver - Coroner's Body Cooler
Discussion of a request for a select source procurement waiver to contract with
MOPEC/Fisher Scientific for storage equipment/shelving to increase the capacity of
the Coroner’s body preservation cooler
Request: Information/Direction
Dick Hawes, Director Facilities and Fleet Management
John Christofferson, Deputy County Attorney
Documents:
BSR - SELECT SOURCE PROCUREMENT WAIVER - CORONER BODY
COOLER MODS - .DOC
3. Capital Budget Fund Transfer - Sheriff/Coroner's Office Roof Replacement
Discussion of a request from Facilities and Fleet Management for 2020 Capital

BSR - SELECT SOURCE PROCUREMENT WAIVER - CORONER BODY
COOLER MODS - .DOC
3. Capital Budget Fund Transfer - Sheriff/Coroner's Office Roof Replacement
Discussion of a request from Facilities and Fleet Management for 2020 Capital
Budget Funds allocated for a new courtroom at the Arapahoe County Justice Center
be transferred to a project to replace the roof at the Sheriff/Coroner's facility
Request: Information/Direction
Dick Hawes, Director, Facilities and Fleet Management
Todd Weaver, Director, Finance
John Christofferson, Deputy County Attorney
Documents:
BSR - SO ROOF REPLACEMENT.DOC
* To Be Recorded As Required By Law
WHR - West Hearing Room

Arapahoe County is committed to making its public meetings accessible to persons with disabilities.
Assisted listening devices are available. Ask any staff member and we will provide one for you.
If you need special accommodations, contact the Commissioners’ Office at 303-795-4630 or Relay
Colorado 711.
Please contact our office at least 3 days in advance to make arrangements.
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Board Summary Report
Date:

June 18, 2020

To:

Board of County Commissioners

Through:

Don Klemme, Community Resources Department Director

From:

Todd Spanier and Kally Enright, Staff to the Justice Coordinating Committee

Subject:

Visioning Summit Recommendations

Request and Recommendation
Request the Board of County Commissioners provide direction as to whether or not the Justice
Coordinating Committee (JCC) should move forward with recommendations for refocusing the efforts of
that Committee. In March 2020, a Visioning Summit was hosted by the JCC to conceive and develop
proposals with an eye toward making the JCC more relevant to the coordination of justice activities
throughout the County.
Fifteen ideas were put forward by the attendees of the Visioning Summit (the full report is attached at
Appendix A). At the latest meeting of the JCC (June 5, 2020), interest in pursuing these proposals was
solicited in order to focus the effort of the JCC and its subcommittees; the top proposals include the
following: 1) creation of a behavioral health-based alternative to the jail; 2) improve communication,
coordination, and transportation logistics among treatment providing agencies, emergency medical
providers, and law enforcement agencies such that patrol unit and ambulances are not the only response
modalities available to respond to situations which more resemble behavioral or medical crisis rather
than emergency; and 3) establish a local racial equity think tank, utilizing private donated funding and
grants, and comprised of leaders from schools, the court, law enforcement, community organizations,
local governments and persons with lived experience in the justice system. The think tank would
accomplish the following: identify inequities, collect and disseminate data, develop preventative and
rehabilitative strategies to ameliorate bias, and conduct public education and develop cultural
competency. The full list of proposals and the gauged interest in them by the JCC is included in Appendix
B.
Additionally, the Visioning Summit recommended additional members to be appointed to the JCC to
improve representativeness of that body inclusive of local stakeholders and communities. During the
June 5, 2020 meeting, the members of the JCC prioritized the following for additional membership to be
included, which require appointment by the BOCC: the City of Aurora, a Community Corrections Provider,
a representative from a community of color, a local hospital, and a homeless provider. The full list,
presented in order of interest from most to least, is included in Appendix B.
Background
The Justice Coordinating Committee of Arapahoe County was established in 2007 by the Board of County
Commissioners. It was developed in response to recommendations made by the National Institute of
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Corrections (NIC) encouraging local communities to develop capacities to respond to the issue of mental
health in county jails. A committee was formed to contemplate the NIC recommendations, and from
that, the JCC was later established. The original focus of the JCC was improvements to justice facilities.
In 2008, two positions were established within the Community Resources Department to serve as staff to
the JCC, and to serve the agencies of the local justice system with research, data collection and analysis,
and project coordination.
The JCC is comprised of the following members (or designees): the District Attorney, the Chief Judge, the
Head Public Defender, the Chief Probation Officer, the Arapahoe County Sheriff, the Directors of Aurora
Mental Health and AllHealth Network, a local Bar Association Representative, an appointed chair which
until 2019 was held by Greenwood Village Mayor Ron Rakowsky, a municipal police chief, and two
County commissioners.
In 2014, the then Director of the Department of Strategy and Performance, was asked to lead an effort to
reorganize the JCC to be more action oriented. Four subcommittees were created by that effort:
Behavioral Health, System Efficiency, Governing and Bylaws, and Crime Prevention. By 2019, it became
clear that the 2014 reorganization was only partially effective as only two subcommittees (Behavioral
Health and System Efficiency) had produced meaningful results. Also, with the stepping down of Mayor
Rakowsky in 2019, it became clear that a new era of JCC leadership would need a new vision and new
direction; hence, the JCC convened community and justice system leaders and stakeholders to
participate in the March 2020 Justice Visioning Summit.
Links to Align Arapahoe
By the JCC pursuing the recommendations made to it by the Visioning Summit attendees, we believe
there are links to each of the Align Arapahoe goals: ‘Service First’ will be advanced because it will make
the local justice system more responsive to evolving community needs. ‘Fiscal Responsibility’ will be
advanced because the status quo of justice and emergency services provision, given existing operations
and facilities, is not as fiscally conservative as it could be. ‘Quality of Life’ will be advanced because
having a well-coordinated criminal justice system is inextricable from public safety, community
tranquility, and economic prosperity.
Discussion
Almost every major county in Colorado has a version of a JCC. In recent years, many of those counties
have looked toward Arapahoe as an example of what a high-functioning JCC can look like. In particular,
El Paso County and Weld County have invited the Arapahoe County Criminal Justice Planners to present
to their JCCs about the Arapahoe County JCC and how it is able to accomplish its undertakings. The
coordination of criminal justice activities will continue to be an important aspect of County governance,
and if the Board of County Commissioners provides direction to adopt or amend and adopt the
recommendations of the Visioning Summit, the Arapahoe County JCC will be positioned to continue
serving the County at a very high level and serving as a model for the rest of the state to follow.
The Visioning Summit was well attended and very well received among those who attended. There is an
abundance of enthusiasm and support in the Arapahoe County criminal justice community around
implementing the recommendations produced at the Summit.
Utilizing the convening power of the County government to bring together disparate cities, agencies,
service providers, and advocacy groups to advance common goals is a central role of county
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governments in our state and our republic. Moreover, doing this in the criminal justice system ensures
that the resources dedicated within the County’s fundamental role in the justice system, namely in
supporting the District Attorney’s Office, Court facilities, providing safe pretrial release, ensuring public
safety, and maintaining the jail, are not done imprudently.
Alternatives
The JCC can continue to meet and operate under the status quo. However, momentum to make system
improvements, to make the system more responsive to the needs of local communities, and to realize
operational cost savings, is likely to be impeded.
Fiscal Impact
The fiscal impact associated with this request is limited to staff time to complete these assignments. It is
likely that the completion of all tasks associated with this request will require no more than 50 hours of
staff time. The two staff persons completing the work are exempt employees. Other existing required
work assignments of these staff persons will be reprioritized based on whether this request is approved
or denied.

Reviewed By:
Don Klemme
Todd Weaver
Ron Carl
Michelle Halstead
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RESOLUTION NO. ___________. It was moved by Commissioner __________________ and duly
seconded by Commissioner ________________ to authorize the Justice Coordinating Committee and the
Community Resources Department as staff to that committee, to begin research and coordination
activities to pursue the recommendations made in the Visioning Summit Report.

The vote was:
Commissioner Baker, ____; Commissioner Conti ____; Commissioner Holen _____; Commissioner
Jackson _____; Commissioner Sharpe, ____.

The Chair declared the motion carried and so ordered.
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ARAPAHOE COUNTY JUSTICE COORDINATING COMMITTEE
Visioning Summit Report
March 2020

BACKGROUND
In September 2019, the Arapahoe County Justice Coordinating Committee (JCC), a group
formed by the Arapahoe County Board of County Commissioners and comprised of justice
system professionals, stakeholders, and providers, engaged in a strategic planning process. This
work culminated in a Visioning Summit in March 2020, which brought together over 100
participants from around the justice system, including representatives from many municipalities
in the County, the District Attorney’s Office, schools, the Court, human services, not‐for‐profit
providers, justice reform advocates, and public and behavioral health. The list of participant
agencies is included in Appendix A. The Summit included brief remarks delivered by Arapahoe
County Sheriff Tyler Brown, Arapahoe County Commissioners Nancy Jackson and Jeff Baker,
and the 18th Judicial District Chief Judge Michelle Amico. The goal of the Summit was to channel
the ideas of the participants, and in so doing identify community priorities in the area of justice
and workshop action plans to address problems and barriers identified. This report details the
findings of the Summit and delineates a set of priorities for the JCC to consider.
Prior to the Summit, the Arapahoe County Criminal Justice Planners surveyed the anticipated
participants about their thoughts on the justice system. The purpose of the survey was to help
plan the Summit discussion topics. Summit participants were broken into 17 separate groups
which were organized by system issue area. Eight issue areas formed the discussion topics of
the Summit: public safety, behavioral health, homelessness, juvenile justice, reentry, racial
equity, intergovernmental collaboration, frequent multi‐system utilizers, and alternatives to
confinement. Each issue area presented its own opportunity to identify problems, develop
solutions, determine barriers, and workshop action plans. During the Summit, groups
workshopped problems that they themselves identified and were given critical feedback from
members of other groups. Discussion guides were prepared for each issue area and utilized to
maintain group focus. The guides asked pointed questions; the responses were compiled and
drafted into this report.
IDENTIFY PROBLEMS
The first topic of discussion for each group was to have participants identify areas of
improvement within their issue area. Although the issue areas were designed to incorporate
different already well‐known system‐related issues, many problems were repeatedly identified
among the groups. Some of the more frequently reoccurring problems included: lack of
interagency and interjurisdictional communication, data siloing, and a lack of understanding
among system stakeholders of client needs. Since funding is a persistent and ubiquitous
problem facing all agencies and providers throughout the system, participants were specifically
asked to use lack of funding as motivation to imagine system improvements with low cost.
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DEVELOP SOLUTIONS
Following a prioritization of identified problems, the second topic of discussion for each group
centered on developing solutions. There was quite a bit of congruence among the groups as to
what steps ought to be taken. The solutions recommended most frequently by the working
groups include: incorporating organizations to help manage issue areas, employing needs
assessments, sharing data and information, coordinating with private, not‐for‐profit, and faith‐
based organizations, and increasing staff awareness of issues related to trauma, bias, and
cultural stigma.
DETERMINE BARRIERS
In the third discussion topic, groups were asked to identify barriers to the implementation of
their solutions. In this topic, there were marked similarities among different programs. The
most common barriers include: static operational mindset (e.g. “we’ve always done it this way”),
protecting bureaucratic turf, Not in My Backyard (NIMBY), and regulatory hurdles (e.g. HIPAA).
In this topic, groups were asked to strategize ways in which barriers could be circumnavigated,
changed, or otherwise neutralized in pursuit of their solutions.
WORKSHOP ACTION PLANS
The above topics laid the groundwork for the overall goal of each working group to action plan
solutions to their highest‐priority problems, taking into account barriers. The discussion guides
prompted groups to include the following elements in their action plans: identify agency(ies)
responsible for leading the change, identify information necessary to convince policy makers
and the public of the necessity of making the change, address barriers and strategize ways of
overcoming them, establish an accountability plan, and recommend a first step for the JCC to
begin implementing the plan. Finally, the analytical framework presented to each group asked
them to consider, in their planning, the following issues: political, economic, social,
technological, and legal. The action plans, organized by topic area, not necessarily group, are
discussed below.
ACTION PLANS
Racial Equity
The plan calls for the establishment of a local equity think tank to identify inequities in the
system, collect and disseminate data to bring accountability to the agencies of the system,
develop preventative and rehabilitative strategies to bias, conduct public education, develop
cultural competency, and generally serve as a resource for both justice agencies and
underserved communities. It will be funded by grants, and much of the staffing work can utilize
college or graduate students. The think tank board of directors should be populated with leaders
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from schools, the court, law enforcement, community organizations, local governments, and at
least one person with lived experience in the system.
The barriers to overcome with this plan, include: a lack of justice system understanding, cultural
barriers, institutional momentum, means of emotional expression incommensurate with justice
system norms, lack of acceptance or accountability for disproportionate outcomes or so called
“systemic” bias, and an overall lack of representation of persons of color in leadership positions.
The JCC can overcome these barriers by establishing this organization, the chief barrier of which
is time and money, which can be overcome with appropriate motivation.
The first step for the JCC to undertake, if it chooses to move in this direction, is to invite a
prospective group of think tank founders to a meeting to discuss whether and how to establish
this organization.
Homelessness
The plan calls for the establishment of a countywide homelessness coordinating committee.
This committee will bring together agencies from across the jurisdiction impacted by or formed
as a service provider for those experiencing homelessness. Members should include
representatives of the following entities: cities, school districts, Tri‐County Health, housing
authorities, libraries, human services, parks and recreation, behavioral health, fire department,
not‐for‐profit advocacy groups, and providers. The committee will enable data sharing and
resource sharing, while coordinating to provide for those experiencing homelessness: mental
health and substance use treatment, job training, family reunification, physical healthcare and
insurance, social trust and pro‐social acquaintanceship, and a range of housing options ranging
from emergency shelters, to transitional, to long‐term supportive housing. The committee will
also work on funding solutions using existing federal and state streams and pursue corporate
sponsorship. For the community as a whole, the committee will work on inclusionary zoning,
public education, staff training, and resource sharing to help individual agencies better deal with
the ancillary problems caused by homelessness.
There is a great opportunity to convey the importance of this issue to policy makers countywide.
There are numerous problems faced by those experiencing homelessness and the community
as a whole. Homeless persons face stigma, are more at risk of being victimized, are more likely
to be arrested, are less likely to be released on bond, face the disruption of federal benefits for
procedural reasons, and they are less likely than those who are housed of availing themselves of
existing community resources. The community as a whole faces: jail overcrowding, high
recidivism rates, the diversion of emergency resources to non‐emergency situations, sanitation
problems, and environmental degradation. Generally, homelessness places stress on resources
not designed to handle it and which cannot adequately meet their needs. The barriers to
overcome include: stigma associated with the homeless, a byzantine funding system from both
federal and state sources, the conflict between robust intervention and civil libertarian concerns,
and a general lack of trust among the homeless toward the government generally.
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The first step for the JCC to undertake, if it chooses to move in this direction, is to restructure
existing homelessness committees, organized by the County and/or municipalities, into the
group recommended here: to wit: the Tri‐Cities Homelessness Group (Englewood, Littleton, and
Sheridan), Commissioner Jackson’s Social Impact Bond Homelessness Group, the ad hoc Cold
Weather Reentry Group, and any number of efforts organized by the City of Aurora.
Alternatives to Sentencing
The plan put forth by the groups in this issue area include the following recommendations: 1)
expand problem‐solving courts, 2) screen defendants for risk/needs before a plea is entered, 3)
interweave principles of restorative justice1 into sentencing options, and 4) include not‐for‐profit
providers in sentencing decisions. Regarding the first recommendation, the 18th Judicial District
has active and engaged problem‐solving courts, with four current programs (Recovery
(substance abuse), Wellness (mental health), Veterans, Sobriety (DUIs) and one more in
development (restoration to competency). The problem‐solving court staff continually seeks
grants and looks for ways to expand capacity and improve outcomes. The second, third, and
fourth recommendations will be folded into one plan.
This plan calls for the establishment of a community‐based sentencing alternative program,
which will consist of a needs assessment being conducted on voluntary defendants, before they
agree to a plea. The assessment, based on extant evidence‐based risk and needs assessment
tools, will provide an understanding of the defendant’s risk to reoffend and recommend
programs to ameliorate needs, such as: treatment, housing, vocational training, family
counseling, etc. Defendants who qualify for the program, based on risk, will be matched with
existing community providers who will develop a rehabilitation plan for the defendant. If all
parties agree, the defendant will agree to enter into the program, to adhere to a case
management plan and agree to accept consequences of failing to participate with program
conditions.
Moreover, the County is asked to consider establishing housing to support alternative
sentencing programs, outside the jail. The alternative facility will include security measures to
ensure accountability with conditions and community safety, but designed such that time spent
by the offender during his or her sentence will be based on rehabilitation, rather than
punishment or isolation. Finally, principles of restorative justice may be included in all program
elements. The barriers to overcome include: issues related to confidentiality of information
resulting from a defendant being assessed for risk and needs prior to conviction, working with
the Court to ensure that the plan is legally and statutorily acceptable, and working with law

1

Restorative justice is an approach to justice wherein a meeting between the victim and the offender, sometimes
with representatives of the wider community is held. The goal is for them to share their experience of what
happened, to discuss who was harmed by the crime and how, and to create a consensus for what the offender can
do to repair the harm from the offense. This may include a payment of money given from the offender to the victim,
apologies and other amends, and other actions to compensate those affected and to prevent the offender from
causing future harm.
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enforcement to ensure that sentenced offenders can be safely monitored in the community or
at an alternative sentencing housing facility.
The first step for the JCC to undertake, if it chooses to move in this direction, is to establish a
working group to plan and pursue this idea in greater detail. Additionally, the JCC ought to
connect with the 18th Judicial District Problem‐solving Court Project Director to determine how
the JCC may help in facilitating the expansion of the problem‐solving courts.
Reentry
The plan put forth by the groups working on reentry into the community includes establishing a
reentry center in or near the Arapahoe County Detention Facility, which would conduct a needs
assessment of each willing offender and coordinate with community providers to meet
identified needs. The reentry staff should include peer mentors and system navigators who will
help offenders understand their own needs and work with them on a plan to achieve their goals.
Additionally, the groups working on reentry asked for a survey to be conducted on jail recidivists
to identify what their needs are and what resources would have kept them from re‐engaging in
crime, had those resources been available.
The barriers to overcome for this plan include: lack of space to house and accommodate staff
working in the jail, lack of housing options for those leaving the jail, jail release process is already
hampered by lack of working space in the jail, and conducting an exit needs assessment is
complicated by limited detentions staff available, and limited space available for the assessment
to be done in an acceptable setting.
The first step for the JCC to undertake, if it chooses to move in this direction, is to establish a
reentry working group to plan and pursue this idea in greater detail.
Multisystem Utilizers
Multisystem utilizers are those folks who are involved with a number of public systems, often
leading to agency cycling and an inefficient allocation of resources. Generally, multisystem
utilizers have pieces of their problems solved in part, but no one agency or provider is looking at
the whole picture. The plan proffered by the Multisystem Utilizers groups is largely cultural in
nature, for agencies in the justice system and for the society as a whole. For justice system
agencies, the following aspects of organizational culture are needed: engaging with clients to
understand their root needs and develop a feedback mechanism so that agencies can become
aware of more common needs and can begin working to address them, while improving staff
retention so that knowledge of client needs is not consistently lost. Also, the providers and
agencies need to increase communication, coordination, and cooperation amongst one another
to enable individualized, non‐redundant, and non‐conflicting case management. Many
multisystem utilizers require comprehensive mental health treatment, but they face many
barriers to acquiring it, such as: addiction, lack of stable housing and employment, and lack of
transportation. Agencies that do not have a way of addressing these needs, yet encourage
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treatment participation, must acquire partners willing to work with them on individual clients to
address needs. Employing system navigators may also increase the accessibility of extant
community resources.
Societal cultural change, which could be thought of as a barrier to improvement, must include
destigmatizing mental health and encouraging the normalcy of engaging in treatment. Other
barriers include patient privacy regulations and the over‐interpretation of them in a risk averse
posture which precludes sharing and cooperation and bureaucratic turf guarding.
The privacy barrier, in particular, can be overcome by being creative with the flow of
information; for instance, less‐protected information can flow to the agencies with higher
protection thresholds (e.g. a mental health agency can receive jail booking information and
process it, while the Arapahoe County Sheriff’s Office cannot receive health information from
the provider). Success for this issue area is one of the easiest to measure: recidivism rates,
emergency department visits (for non‐emergency conditions), and an increase in preventative
services. No first step for the JCC to set off on was recommended.
Juvenile Justice
The plan for groups working on juvenile justice issues centers around prevention. Specifically,
the families and children should receive the resources from the system and community
providers as early as possible. It is too often the case that community resources are not brought
in to help a juvenile until his or her delinquency record is too long for the resources to do any
good. Early intervention is key. Cooperation is needed between schools and the rest of the
community so that when attendance or discipline issues arise, resources can be marshalled to
prevent further risky or illegal behavior. There are other ancillary issues which must be dealt
with to improve juvenile outcomes, including: education about social media
influencers/determinants, bullying, access to guns, parental coaching and education, and
coordination of mental health interventions for youth and families.
The barriers to implementing this plan are formidable. The Federal Education Rights Privacy
Act (FERPA), much like its younger brother HIPAA, is an immense regulatory barrier preventing
schools from sharing virtually anything about students to outsiders, even the court or law
enforcement. One solution to this would be to make the schools the hub of the informational
spoke, so that they could coordinate action without divulging protected information. That
solution comes with its own problems however: schools are overburdened with regulation
already, which makes it difficult to locate a home for this program in the schools. It also
complicates teacher education around early identification because with teacher training and
regulatory compliance, requirements are already extensive.
The first step for the JCC to undertake, if it chooses to do so, is to form a juvenile justice
subcommittee. It should be noted, that for the past two years, a group has been meeting,
organized by Probation Supervisor Kim Howard, to improve juvenile justice, particularly for
those deemed high risk. This group includes representatives from the Court, Human Services,
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the Juvenile Assessment Center, the District Attorney, and Public Defender. It may be most
effective to subsume Ms. Howard’s group within the JCC as a subcommittee, if her group is
willing to do so.
Behavioral Health
Given the robust nature of the JCC’s Behavioral Health Subcommittee, finding additional actions
which have not yet been undertaken in our jurisdiction, within our grasp and given available
resources, was difficult. However, the groups tackling this issue did formulate a workable item.
That is to map the behavioral health system along with the existing system map of the
behavioral health track of the justice system. Creating both maps in parallel is likely to reveal
opportunities for identifying additional system gaps, streamlining care, providing earlier clinical
intervention, and reducing redundancies. This work can be undertaken, by the Criminal Justice
Planners, at the request of the Behavioral Health Subcommittee.
One additional, non‐traditional idea was suggested, and that is the creation of a behavioral
health‐based alternative to the jail. This would be a treatment facility, operated in conjunction
with the jail, where defendants and offenders could be safely housed and treated, in lieu of
prosecution. In future meetings of the Behavioral Health Subcommittee, discussions ought to
take place to determine whether the group should move forward with the system mapping
and/or the development of a behavioral health‐based alternative to the jail.
Public Safety
Given that the mission of most agencies in the justice system are centered around protecting or
advancing public safety, this is another issue area where charting new territory is difficult. This
group construed risk reduction as need reduction, and as such, is focusing on crimes committed
by people as a result of addiction, trauma, mental health disorder, or other necessity. The plan
this group envisioned involves connecting justice agencies, treatment providers, and non‐profits
to discuss ongoing improvement in meeting offenders’ needs, and meeting those needs through
collaborative case management and workshopping system improvement. Each agency should
have a mid‐level manager or supervisor responsible for engaging staff at their agency to learn
clients’ needs and to communicate those needs to a group of counterparts in other agencies. If
similar client needs are identified, this group can workshop solutions thereto. Through this plan,
the hope is that barriers to information sharing will be broken down. Currently, there is a high
degree of siloing of information among different law enforcement agencies, court systems, and
service providers, which makes cooperative case management very difficult. This plan is best
undertaken by the Behavioral Health Subcommittee, which is currently well‐suited to
implementing it.
Intergovernmental Collaboration
The work of this group is being presented last because a theme of virtually every other issue area
discussed above could be just as well characterized by the issue of intergovernmental
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collaboration. Moreover, the issues discussed in this group are not exclusive of the issues
discussed in other groups. As such, the work of this group serves as a neat bow on the package
of work facing the JCC in the months ahead. The groups which worked on this topic identified
the following system needs: 1) connecting communication between 911, 211, crisis centers, and
dispatch; 2) by extension from the first need – partnership between the walk‐in crisis system and
the police, fire, and other local behavioral health providers; 3) homeless shelter and transitional
housing; 4) hospital collaboration with justice system agencies for cost avoidance and cost
shifting away from emergency department usage for conditions which do not require that level
of care, such as intoxication, or just needing a warm place to sleep; 5) collaboration with
community colleges and universities for workforce development (in the justice system – i.e.
internships); 6) improve transportation logistics among the jail, hospital, alternatives to jail, and
the community on the street so that patrol cars and ambulances are not the only options
available; and 7) develop a funding infrastructure to enable intergovernmental budgetary
sharing for social impact bonds. This last suggestion could be used as a funding source to
ameliorate any number of social maladies discussed in this report.
ANALYSIS
Organizational Concerns
Organizationally, the JCC has several options to implement the budding plans presented above.
The options range from nothing, to assigning the Criminal Justice Planners to conduct research
or draft a report, to establishing a working group in an existing subcommittee, or to creating a
new subcommittee. The level of response is in some way a reflection of the importance of the
issue to the JCC, but also whether the problem can be solved with a short‐term effort, or if the
problem is of a perennial nature which will require constant attention in the long‐term. A few
groups recommended the creation of an entity which ought to be independent of the County
government (see Racial Equity) or which involves issues broader than the corporate scope of the
JCC (see Homelessness).
Several Summit group recommendations involve the creation of a sub‐group within the JCC to
move the ball on the problem area. The Juvenile Justice group is the only group to explicitly call
for the creation of a Juvenile Justice Subcommittee. The Racial Equity group calls for the
creation of something like a subcommittee, but more independent of the JCC and the agencies
of the justice system, in the creation of a think tank to serve the interest of racial equity in the
justice system, from the outside. The Homelessness group recommended the creation of a
countywide coordinating committee, perhaps a similar organization to the JCC, parallel to the
JCC, which works on issues related to homelessness. This group would have representation from
several justice agencies, but the issues in homelessness are much broader than justice. As such,
this is more of a recommendation to the BOCC to establish a different type of working group.
Several Summit group recommendations involve the creation of a working group, which
traditionally has been organized as a subcommittee. The Reentry and Alternative Sentencing
groups’ recommendations are best suited to the establishment of working groups, and the most
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likely existing subcommittee to take on these groups is the Efficiency Subcommittee. The
Efficiency Subcommittee already includes a pretrial working group which has been inactive for
a few years, but with COVID‐19 rebuilding and ongoing legislative efforts to reform pretrial, will
likely need to be restarted sometime in the remainder of 2020. Alternatively, the JCC might
form a new subcommittee to tackle reentry and alternative sentencing, both plans of which
involve the construction of facilities, and hiring additional staff, which may or may not be best
placed in the Sheriff’s Office.
The remaining Summit group recommendations involve new priorities for an existing JCC sub‐
group, namely the Behavioral Health Subcommittee. The action plans of the Multisystem
Utilizers Group, the Behavioral Health Group, and the Public Safety Group are best handled by
the Behavioral Health Subcommittee in its current form.
Although it was not discussed during the Summit, the JCC ought to consider disbanding
subcommittees which have no relevance or that never realized a mission. For example, the
Governance Subcommittee, organized to deal with issues related to the bylaws, is probably no
longer needed. Its work can be done with ad‐hoc assignment to the County Attorney and/or
Criminal Justice Planners. The Crime Prevention Subcommittee was never really formed, and
given that law enforcement activities are so highly specialized and professionalized and that
whatever coordination that must be done amongst the various law enforcement agencies
serving the County is already happening as an everyday practice, the Crime Prevention
Subcommittee is likely no longer necessary.
Membership
Although it was not explicitly included in any groups’ recommendations, the implication could
be drawn from several groups’ work product that new members of the JCC could be beneficial
in increasing the representativeness and efficacy of the JCC. Through the JCC, the BOCC ought
to consider the following additions to the official membership list of the JCC: a juvenile justice
professional, such as the director of the JAC; a representative of a minority advocacy group; a
representative of a justice reform advocacy group; a person with lived experience in the justice
system (i.e. someone who has been tried and convicted in Arapahoe County, and who has spent
time in the jail); and a government or law enforcement representative from the City of Aurora.
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During the June 5, 2020 JCC meeting, members completed a survey requesting input on the
prioritization of the recommended action items from the 2020 Visioning Summit. The averages
of each action item are detailed below; 1 = not at all important and 10 = extremely important.

ACTION ITEM

AVERAGE

CREATION OF A BEHAVIORAL HEALTH-BASED ALTERNATIVE TO THE JAIL

8.5

IMPROVE TRANSPORTATION LOGISTICS AMONG THE JAIL, HOSPITAL,
ALTERNATIVES TO JAIL, AND THE COMMUNITY SO THAT
POLICE/AMBULANCES ARE NOT UTILIZED UNNECESSARILY

8.0

ESTABLISH LOCAL RACIAL EQUITY THINK TANK

7.9

CONNECTING AGENCIES, TREATMENT PROVIDERS, AND NON-PROFITS
TO ADDRESS OFFENDERS’ NEEDS THROUGH CASE MANAGEMENT AND
SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT

7.9

PARTNERSHIP AMONG THE WALK-IN CRISIS SYSTEM AND THE POLICE,
FIRE, AND OTHER BEHAVIORAL HEALTH PROVIDERS

7.9

ESTABLISH A REENTRY CENTER IN OR NEAR THE JAIL, WITH NEEDS
ASSESSMENT AND COORDINATION WITH COMMUNITY PROVIDERS

7.8

CASE MANAGEMENT AND NAVIGATION PROGRAM AMONG PROVIDERS
AND AGENCIES TO ADDRESS NEEDS AND CULTURAL BARRIERS FOR
MULTI-SYSTEM UTILIZERS

7.2

ESTABLISH COMMUNITY-BASED SENTENCING ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM

7.1

HOSPITAL COLLABORATION WITH AGENCIES FOR COST SHIFTING AWAY
FROM ED USAGE FOR CONDITIONS THAT DO NOT REQUIRE THAT LEVEL
OF CARE

6.9

CONNECTING COMMUNICATION AMONG 911, 211, CRISIS CENTERS, AND
DISPATCH

6.7

DEVELOP A FUNDING INFRASTRUCTURE TO ENABLE
INTERGOVERNMENTAL BUDGETARY SHARING FOR SOCIAL IMPACT
BONDS

6.7

COLLABORATION WITH COMMUNITY COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES FOR
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT IN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM (I.E. INTERNSHIPS)

5.8

MAP CURRENT BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SYSTEM TO INCLUDE POLITICAL
LANDSCAPE AND RELEVANT POLICY, AS WELL AS RESOURCES
AVAILABLE

5.8

RESTRUCTURE EXISTING HOMELESSNESS COMMITTEES AND ADDRESS
HOMELESS POPULATION CONCERNS

5.8

EARLY INTERVENTION PROGRAM FOR JUVENILES WITH COLLABORATION
BETWEEN SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITY TO PROVIDE RESOURCES

5.7

JCC members were also asked to answer the following question: “Who else should be invited to
be a member of the JCC?” Responses are provided below.















City of Aurora
Community Corrections Provider
People of Color
The Medical Center of Aurora Behavioral Health
Local Hospital Leaders
Coalition of the Homeless
Community Opioid Treatment Programs
Tri‐County Health Department
Department of Corrections
Representatives of the Criminal Private Bar
Schools
Hospitals
Colorado Criminal Justice Reform Coalition (CCJRC)
Municipal Police Chiefs

Next steps: The Criminal Justice Planning Coordinators will move forward with the top five
recommended action items based on the JCC members’ prioritization. A needs assessment will
be conducted to include both resource mapping and policy mapping.
1. Creation of a behavioral health‐based alternative to the jail
2. Improve transportation logistics among the jail, hospital, alternatives to jail, and the
community so that law enforcement and ambulances are not utilized unnecessarily
3. Establish a local racial equity think tank
4. Connecting agencies, treatment providers, and non‐profits to address offenders’ needs
through case management and system improvement
5. Partnership among the walk‐in crisis system and the police, fire, and other behavioral
health providers
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Board Summary Report
Date:

June 15, 2020

To:

Board of County Commissioners

Through:

Tyler Brown, Sheriff

From:

Robert Stef, Support Services Bureau Chief

Subject:

Ownership Transfer of Retired Vehicle

Direction/Information: The Sheriff’s Office is seeking direction and giving information.
Request and Recommendation
The Arapahoe County Sheriff’s Office requests the Board of County Commissioners to authorize the
Sheriff to donate one retired Telecom vehicle to the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol.
Background
The Arapahoe Rescue Patrol contacted Lieutenant Kevin Heaton (Support Services Bureau Administrative
Lieutenant) about acquiring retired Telecom vehicle from the Arapahoe County Sheriff’s Office. The
Arapahoe Rescue Patrol is a search and rescue team based in Arapahoe County, Colorado. Composed
entirely of young adults currently in high school, the members of the Patrol have provided “free search,
rescue, and emergency services for the citizens of Colorado’s front range and throughout all of Colorado
since 1957.”
Primarily a search and rescue organization, the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol trains extensively in many areas
of field emergency service including rock, and high-angle technical rescue, vertical forest/low-angle
evacuation, winter and alpine operations, avalanche rescue, wilderness life support and emergency care
and situation management functions.
The team also supports local fire departments and law enforcement agencies by providing scene security
details, perimeter control, traffic management, operational help (controlling hose lines, changing air
bottles, etc.), evidence searching, and other non-hazardous services. Members frequently ride with
Arapahoe County Sheriff’s Office deputies, Littleton Police Department officers, and South Metro Fire
Rescue personnel to assist with their daily operations. ARP mountain bike teams patrol area greenbelts
and the Highline Canal Trail during warmer weather to assist local law enforcement agencies by providing
information, emergency care, and general presence. The Arapahoe Rescue Patrol is the designated lightduty rescue agency for the City of Littleton. All funding is provided by private donors.
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Discussion
The Sheriff’s Office is retiring Unit #5340 a 2003 Ford F-550 utility truck (VIN: 1FDAF57P43EC28623) with
8,830 miles. The vehicle was originally purchased as a Telecom response vehicle with radio equipment
and telescoping antenna to use at significant events where communications were impaired. The
technology in the vehicle is no longer supported and has been replaced years ago with a state wide 800
MHz system.
The vehicle has been replaced due to age and no longer being a required piece of equipment. According
to Loren Kohler with County Finance, the auction value quoted by Roller Auction is approximately
$17,500.00.
We know from past requests the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol is supported by private donations and support
from agencies such as the Arapahoe County Sheriff’s Office and South Metro Fire / Rescue. The Sheriff’s
Office currently provides communications equipment (older model portable and mobile radios) to the
Arapahoe Rescue Patrol for use on search and rescue, fire scenes, and crime scenes.
Alternatives
If the Sheriff’s Office does not donate the vehicles they will be sold at auction.
Fiscal Impact
Arapahoe County will lose the money from not selling the vehicle at auction but will gain by the
assistance of the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol being able to continue their participation and response to
various events supporting the Sheriff’s Office and South Metro Fire / Rescue.
Concurrence
The Sheriff’s Office Support Services Bureau is in concurrence with this decision.
Reviewed By:
Robert Stef, Support Service Bureau
Mark Nicastle, Undersheriff
Tyler Brown, Sheriff
Olga Fujaros, Sheriff’s Office Finance Manager
Finance Department
County Attorney’s Office
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Board Summary Report
Date:

June 17, 2020

To:

Board of County Commissioners

From:

Dick Hawes, Director, Department of Facilities and Fleet Management

Subject:

Select Source Procurement Waiver – Coroner’s Body Cooler.

Request and Recommendation
Facilities and Fleet Management (FFM) requests a select source procurement waiver to contract
with MOPEC/Fisher Scientific for storage equipment/shelving to increase the capacity of the
Coroner’s body preservation cooler.
Background
The Coroner’s body cooler does not have sufficient capacity to meet the normal demand for storage
of deceased individuals that must be preserved until the bodies are claimed by family members
and/or sent to funeral facilities. The increase in deaths due to the COVID-19 pandemic has
exacerbated the storage shortage.
The current configuration of the cooler is designed to accommodate 10 bodies at any one time. The
Coroner’s Office has been forced to stack multiple bodies on a single shelf or leave bodies on rolling
gurneys to handle their normal demand and the overflow from COVID-19.
Discussion
FFM project management staff has been working with the Coroner’s Office on designs to expand the
body cooler to a capacity that can meet normal demand. We are planning to include a request for
the expansion in the 2021 Capital Budget submittals. However, there is an urgent need to provide
some immediate relieve for body storage due to the increased fatalities from COVID-19.
The Coroner and FFM staff have researched options for an interim increase in the body cooler’s
capacity that involves purchasing shelving and equipment to use in the existing space that would
increase the storage capacity to 33. This equipment would provide immediate body storage relief for
the Coroner’s Office to address the impact of COVID-19.
MOPEC/Fisher Scientific worked with the builder of the Sheriff/Coroner’s Office facility and has
assisted the City of Denver, as well as Adams, Boulder, and El Paso Counties with similar projects.
They have the capacity and experience to meet the interim body storage need at the Coroner’s
Office in a timely manner. Therefore, I am recommending that the Board Of County Commissioners
approve a select source procurement waiver to contract with them for the equipment to expand the
Coroner’s existing body cooler to meet the increased storage demand from COVID-19.
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Fiscal Impact
The cost of the storage equipment is $105,990. Since this equipment is needed to respond to the
impact of COVID-19 deaths, the County Attorney’s office has reviewed the request and feels it can
be covered by CARES funds based on the eligibility guidelines.
Reviewed by
Dick Hawes, Director, Facilities and Fleet Management; Todd Weaver, Director of Finance; John
Christofferson, Deputy County Attorney; Keith Ashby, Purchasing Manager.
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Board Summary Report
Date:

June 17, 2020

To:

Board of County Commissioners

From:

Dick Hawes, Department Director, Facilities and Fleet Management (FFM)

Subject:

Sheriff/Coroner’s Office Roof Replacement

Request/Recommendation
Facilities and Fleet Management (FFM) is requesting that 2020 Capital Budget Funds allocated
for a new courtroom at the Arapahoe County Justice Center (ACJC) be transferred to a project
to replace the roof at the Sheriff/Coroner’s facility (SO).
Background/Discussion
Funds were approved in the 2020 Capital Budget to create a new courtroom at ACJC based on
information from the 18th Judicial District (JD) that they expected a new Judicial Officer
appointment in July 2020 for Arapahoe County. In February the 18th JD was informed that there
would not be any new Judicial Officer appointments for the near term based on State fiscal
constraints. The court’s administrator, on behalf of the Chief Judge, asked us to postpone the
new courtroom project indefinitely. I subsequently informed the Board of County Commissioners
(BOCC) that we were not planning to proceed with the courtroom construction project based on
the notification from the court’s administrator.
As Board Members know the SO sustained severe roof and interior damage recently due to
high winds and rain. Temporary roof repairs have been completed and work is underway to
address the interior damages. Our insurance carrier has been notified and risk management is
working on reimbursement for the damages.
The SO roof is 20 years old and has reached its expected life cycle. The current five-year
Master Plan (2020 – 2024) included replacing the roof in 2021. Rather than expend funds to
make further repairs to the roof to ensure it lasts until the 2021 replacement, I am
recommending that we utilize the deferred ACJC courtroom funding to proceed immediately with
the new roof for the SO.
If the BOCC concurs with this recommendation we will begin work on the roof replacement this
summer and have it completed before the winter season.
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